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S C H E D U L E S

FIRST SCHEDULE

PART I

DEFENCE REGULATIONS NOT CONTINUED IN FORCE

Defence (General) Regulations, 1939
Regulation eighteen (Entering and leaving the United Kingdom).
Regulation twenty, (Change of name of aliens).
Regulation thirty B (Information of birth where parents have left the district).
Regulation thirty-two AB (Employment of nurses in mental institutions).
Regulation thirty-two B (Temporary registration of colonial and foreign medical
practitioners).
Regulation thirty-two C (Temporary' registration of foreign pharmacists).
Regulation thirty-three A (Diseases associated with infestation with vermin).
Regulation thirty-three B (Compulsory treatment of Venereal disease).
Regulation thirty-nine A (Seducing persons from duty and causing disaffection).
Regulation forty AA (Extension of power to appoint special constables nominated by the
Admiralty, Army Council or Air Council).
Regulation forty-two B (Opening of cinemas on Sundays).
Regulation fifty-seven C (Exemption for conveyance of explosives In connection with
government contracts)
Regulation fifty-eight AD (Restriction on names of organisations or training boys and
girls).
Regulation fifty-nine A (Payment of wages to road-men by cheque).
Regulation sixty DA (Extension of Police and Firemen (War Service) Act, 1939, to civilian
war work).
Regulation sixty N (Suspension of obligation to prepare Post Office commercial accounts).
Regulation seventy-nine (Collection and disposal of articles of military value).
Regulation eighty-one A (Commission in relation to government contracts).
Paragraph (2) of Regulation one hundred and three (Functions of chief constable of
Cornwall in relation to the Isles of Scilly).
Regulation one hundred and four A (Modifications with respect to allied powers and
associated authorities).

Other Defence Regulations
Regulations fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, seventeen B, seventeen C, seventeen D, and the
Second Schedule to the Defence (Administration of Justice) Regulations, 1940 ;
Regulations twenty-four and twenty-seven of the Defence (Agriculture and Fisheries)
Regulations, 1939 ;
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Regulations four, seven, seven A, eight, nine (except paragraph (1), ten, ten A, twelve and
thirteen of, and the Second Schedule to, the Defence (Armed Forces) Regulations, 1939;
The whole of the Defence (Building Societies) Regulations, 1940 ;
Paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) of Regulation five of the Defence (Burial, Inquests and
Registration of Deaths) Regulations, 1942 ;
Regulations three A and eight of the Defence (Cinematograph Quotas) Regulations, 1940;
Regulations two, six and seven of the Defence (Companies) Regulations, 1940 ;
Regulations three, four, six, seven, eight and nine of the Defence (Evacuated Areas)
Regulations, 1940 ;
Regulation three of the Defence (Functions of Ministers) Regulations, 1941;
Regulations three A, five, six, six A and eight A of the Defence (Patents, Trade Marks,
etc.) Regulations, 1941;
The whole of the Defence (Services for Industry) Regulations, 1945 ;
The whole of the Defence (United States Forces—Administration of Estates) Regulations,
1942. The whole of the Defence (War Risks Insurance) (No. 3) Regulations, 1940.


